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Frequently Asked Questions 

1. How many bets will there be per day? 

 

The system averages around 1.65 bets per day, around 602 bets per year. This means that some 

days there are no bets, some days 1 or 2, others 3 bets and sometimes, on a particularly busy 

day there may be 5 or 6. With this system you will not be bombarded with 10-15 bets per day.  

 

2. What size betting bank do I need and are there losing runs?  

A 100 point bank is recommended.  

This system has just over a 27% win strike rate which means every 1000 bets we can expect to 

hit a losing run of 24 or so. Every system or tipster will have a losing run every now and then and 

we need to ensure we can sustain them. Given we are dealing with a portfolio of trainers, some 

of whom can lose form a different points, I think it is wise to use a 100 point bank. I have been 

backing these selections since the beginning of July with my own money and in that time the 

longest losing run has been 18 which only happened once.   

 

3. I work during the day so is it possible to place bets the night before?  

 

Yes.  

 

Yes you will be able to place bets the night before the next day’s racing. I will be uploading 

system selections by no later than 8pm the evening before the next day’s racing giving you 

plenty of time to place bets at a time that suits you. 

 

4. Are there bets all year round?  

Yes.  

Our portfolio of trainers cover all three codes (Flat, All-Weather, Jumps) and there are system 

selections every month, and nearly every day, of the racing year. You will be placing bets on the 

all-weather, over jumps and on the Flat. 

 

 

 



5. Can I bet Each Way?  

 

Yes you can. It really is up to you how you bet the selections. Collectively the trainers have just 

over a 50% win and place strike rate so it is a perfect system for each way betting, especially for 

the bigger priced selections. Some members may wish to bet 1 point win only but others may 

prefer to bet ½ a point Each Way when the odds allow. It really is up to you. Obviously if you bet 

each way you will collect a return more often, although your overall profit will be reduced.  

 

6. If the system is so good, why are you selling it?  

That is a fair enough question. I enjoy sharing what I believe to be quality information. Most of 

the time this will be free, as you have seen with the two reports I have shared so far. However 

every now and then there will be something that has real start quality that I think will really help 

punters make their betting pay long term, and that makes substantial profits.   

Quite honestly this system can withstand a few hundred others backing the selections, so why 

would I not share it? Of course I will make some money selling the system but it will not be life 

changing. If you have a problem with me making some money on the side by sharing something 

of quality then fair enough. However I am excited about what I have to offer and can’t wait to 

engage with members and make the next 12 months profitable for us all.  

7. Where do I find the selections?  

I will be doing all of the work for you and posting selections in a specially created members’ area 

the night before the next day’s racing. All you have to do is enter your members’ area, note the 

selections and bet.  

8. Are there any odds limits on selections?  

Yes. We only back selections when they are 14/1 or below. Quite simply this limits losing runs 

and ensures we focus on those horses that have a realistic chance of competing. The truth is that 

not many horses win when priced over 14/1. From my experience the majority of selections are 

not on the border line (say hovering around 16/1) which means making a decision about 

whether to back them, either the night before or the morning of racing, is easy. Yes the odd 

horse will drift out of range after you have placed bets but also the odd bigger priced horse will 

shorten, become a qualifier and lose. This evens itself out over time and is not something to be 

concerned about.  

9. Remind me again, what am I paying for exactly?  

 

On payment you will gain access to an exclusive private members’ area for 12 months. In this 

area you will find the system manual that discusses the rules and all of the trainers. You can 

keep this manual forever. In the members’ area I will post selections every evening before the 

next day’s racing so you do not have do find the selections yourself. I will also use this area to 

update results, discuss progress and offer even more bonuses that will help your betting.  

If I have not answered your question above please email me at support@onetracktrainers.com  
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